
Remarks, Release, Interviews Item-Level Listing 

 

1967 

1967 “Senator Dirksen’s Speeches” 
Subjects: A list of speeches with Congressional Record page numbers 

1967 “Senator Dirksen—Articles” [only two entries] 

1967 “Social Security is Not Just for the Aged” 

Subjects: Statistics, benefits, costs, solvency; “The fact that Social Security is 

obviously the cornerstone on which the family economic security is founded 
makes it imperative that no action be taken which would impair the ability of 

the System to meet its present and future obligations” 

1967 Senate floor remarks 

Subjects: Introduces bill that would amend Section 9 of the Administrative 

Practice and Procedure Act to give an equal opportunity to persons affected by 
agency news releases to publicize their statements in the same document 

1967 “Corn is King” [Eight double-spaced pages] 

Subjects: Corn in history; Dirksen’s personal familiarity with corn, including 

employment with Corn Products Refining Company; testament to corn 

1967 January “Voluntary Prayer in Schools—Why Not?” Kentucky Club Woman 

Subjects: Reviews Supreme Court decisions; Dirksen’s constitutional 
amendment, Senate Joint Resolution 148; the legislative history of the 

resolution; “Religion is a part of the great tradition of our land. But there are 

destroyers of this tradition and first on the list I would put the atheists”; puts 
communists on the list; “I know of no better way to find the real answer to 

juvenile delinquency and to the strange aberrations and extremisms of the 

present day than through spiritual education. One of the greatest forces in this 

arsenal of education is prayer” 

1967 January Untitled for the Time-Like Library of America’s Heartland series [Draft included] 
Subjects: Origin of the town name “Pekin”; the advent of nuclear power; the 

blessings and character of the heartland 

1967/1/11 Release 

Subjects: Introduces a modified version of his resolution for a constitutional 

amendment to permit voluntary prayer in public schools 

1967/1/15 Issues and Answers, ABC Television and Radio [Dirksen is the only guest] 

Subjects: Prospects for the president’s six percent tax surcharge; the budget; 
questions spending on the space program; the anti-ballistic missile system; the 

bombing strategy in Vietnam and the possibility of a bombing halt; East-West 

trade relations and the upcoming fights on the Trade Expansion Bill and the 
Soviet consular treaty; opposes weakening the Senate filibuster Rule 22; has 

not changed his views on open housing legislation; the Bobby Baker case and 

allegations that Dirksen received money from him; Dirksen does not believe 
that Congress needs a new code of ethics; the 1968 presidential election 
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1967/1/16 “The 90th Congress Gets Underway,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his 
weekly broadcast to constituents] 

Subjects: Compares the 90th to the 1st Congress; the regional shift in 

congressional power; party ratios; new senators Edward Brooke, Mark Hatfield, 

Clifford Hansen, Ernest Hollings, Howard Baker, and Charles Percy 

1967/1/19 “Overhaul of the Administrative Procedure Act,” Senate floor remarks 
[Congressional Record reprint] 

Subjects: Dirksen and Edward Long introduce a major overhaul of the act; 

reviews the seven years of work to prepare the bill; purposes and provisions of 
the bill 

1967/1/23 “The Biennial Convulsion,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly 
broadcast to constituents] 

Subjects: The battle over the Senate rules; Senate Rule 22 regarding the 

filibuster 

1967/1/30 “The Budget for Fiscal Year 1968,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly 

broadcast to constituents] 
Subjects: Compares the budget, spending, and debt with 1933; factors 

propelling growth (population increase, more group demands on government, 

“the demand for the expanded enjoyment of living,” and the age of technology) 

1967/1/30 Untitled 

Subjects: Importance of prayer; “I think of all the money spent on fiscal [sic] 
fitness, on athletic sports in order to condition and practice the body. But what 

about the soul, the soul needs rehearsal too and it comes about through habit” 

1967/2/2 Press Release, The Republican Leadership of the Congress [Statements by 

Dirksen and Gerald Ford at a press conference following the Joint Senate-House 
Republican Leadership Meeting] 

Subjects: Republicans stand ready to challenge the over-spending included in 

the president’s budget 

1967/2/3 “Trade Expansion Act,” Senator Edward Long [Congressional Record reprint] 

Subjects: Dirksen’s December 3, 1966, remarks to the Annual Meeting of the 
Trade Relations Council of the U.S. 

1967/2/5 Remarks, Mid-Year Conferral of Degrees, St. Louis University 
Subjects: Dirksen has experienced one and one-half commencements of his 

own; speaks “philosophically perhaps, about a rule for living and a rule for 

progress”; explores the meaning of the statement, “Progress is the result of the 
constant, intelligent, undramatic application of life on what is here”; the atomic 

age; “The one great creative engine under God’s canopy … is the human brain”; 

the real achievements are the undramatic ones; the importance of “peace of 
mind” 

1967/2/6 “Annual Visit with Lincoln,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly 
broadcast to constituents] 

Subjects: [Addresses his remarks as if Lincoln were sitting across from him] We 

are at war again and wonder whether this issue of freedom will ever be 
resolved; Vietnam; Lincoln’s conflict with his generals and the continuing 

“problem of people who wanted to run the war for you”; the Lincoln-Greeley 

correspondence; opposes negotiating from weakness 
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1967/2/8 “Issuance of Press Releases by Government Agencies,” Senate floor remarks 
Subjects: With Edward Long, introduces S. 924 to amend section 9 of the 

Administrative Practice and Procedure Act to give an equal opportunity to 

persons affected by agency news releases to publish their statements in the 

same document 

1967/2/13 “The Consular Treaty,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly broadcast to 
constituents] 

Subjects: Dispels rumor of a deal with the White House in return for his support 

of the treaty; background for the treaty; clarifies misunderstandings about the 
treaty’s provisions 

1967/2/15 “The Need for Investigation and Public Hearings by the Senate Finance 
Committee by Way of Legislative Oversight of the Administration of U.S. 

Customs, Tariff, and Trade Agreements Legislation” 

Subjects: The lack of congressional oversight of trade policy 

1967/2/17 “Federal Charters, Holidays and Celebrations,” Senate floor remarks, 

Congressional Record 
Subjects: Dirksen opposes efforts to cut the staff member to the subcommittee 

that deals with these matters, which Dirksen chairs; his elaborate, tongue-in-

cheek justification [the subcommittee survives] 

1967/2/20 “The Foreign Aid Program,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly 

broadcast to constituents] 
Subjects: The president has requested $3+ billion; the impact of foreign aid on 

the nation’s diminishing gold supply; a 23-year history of foreign aid; the 

allocation of aid to the world’s regions; multiple sources of foreign aid in 
addition to the appropriation 

1967/2/23 “Increase in Public Debt Limit—Conference Report,” Senate floor remarks 

Subjects: Disputes the idea that the debt is “temporary” and urges that it be 

called “permanent”; the issue of participation certificates as masking the debt; 

the squalling baby anecdote 

1967/2/24 Press Release, The Republican Leadership of the Congress [Statements by 
Dirksen and Gerald Ford at a press conference following the Joint Senate-House 

Republican Leadership Meeting] 

Subjects: The federal system has been eroding (“This erosion, which had its 

origin in those days [New Deal] has now grown to the point where, with 
excessive concentration of power and control in National Government hands, 

the destruction of our Federal system could be imminent”); calls for the sharing 

of tax revenues or tax credits between the national government and the states 

1967/2/27 “The Furor Over the CIA,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly broadcast 
to constituents] 

Subjects: The Ramparts magazine story that the CIA has subsidized the 

National Students Association; the evolution of the intelligence service since 

World War II; supports secrecy and opposes efforts to make the agency’s work 
more transparent 

1967/2/28 Release, The Republican Leadership of Congress 

Subjects: Republicans call for the establishment of a National Commission on 

Public Management 
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1967/3/6 “The Election of President and Vice President by Direct Popular Vote,” Radio and 
TV broadcast [Text of his weekly broadcast to constituents] 

Subjects: Compares the Electoral College system with the proposal for direct 

election; the constitutional basis; supports the change 

1967/3/13 “Overhauling of the Draft Act,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly 

broadcast to constituents] 
Subjects: The operation of the current system; the president’s commission to 

study the draft “did a pretty good job”; the commission’s recommendations 

1967/3/16 “Consular Convention with the Soviet Union,” Senate floor remarks 

[Congressional Record reprint. Annotated copy from Dirksen’s Notebooks 

included] 
Subjects: Explains his change from opposition to support of the treaty; 

misconceptions about the treaty; testifies to the need to do whatever possible 

to diminish the frictions between the two nations; “Speaking for myself, I would 
want to leave some little step on the record, to show that my vision was not 

entirely obscured by the sins, excesses and outrages of the past. I prefer to 

face a future where an iridescent sun is just rising, not setting, and where there 
is a hope for better understanding” 

1967/3/20 “The Great Awakening,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly broadcast 
to constituents] 

Subjects: The rebirth of the seasons with spring; the signs of discord include 

the war in Vietnam and the increase in the crime rate; proposals to address 
crime; opposes “Federal domination” of law enforcement agencies 

1967/3/23 Press Release, The Republican Leadership of the Congress [Statements by 
Dirksen and Gerald Ford at a press conference following the Joint Senate-House 

Republican Leadership Meeting. Includes a partial transcript of the press 

conference] 
Subjects: The administration’s policy has resulted in record-high costs of 

operation for farmers and near-record lows in prices; the adverse impact of 

agricultural imports 

1967/3/27 “Our Lagging Merchant Marine,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly 

broadcast to constituents] 
Subjects: The public subsidy to the privately-owned merchant marine; the 

origin of the merchant marine; the U.S. is falling behind other nations for 

several reasons (e.g., wage differentials); why merchant ships operate under 
foreign flags 

1967/4/3 “Thomas Robert Malthus, Again,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly 
broadcast to constituents] 

Subjects: Agricultural policy since the New Deal has been contradictory and 

ineffective in dealing with crop production and prices; factors accounting for 
population growth world wide; current depletion of crop surpluses; options for 

increasing production; imports depress prices for milk products 

1967/4/6 Release, The Republican Leadership of Congress 

Subject: The president’s upcoming trip for a summit meeting of the 

Organization of American States 
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1967/4/10 “A Quarterly Report,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly broadcast to 
constituents] 

Subjects: The State of the Union Address; organizing the new Congress; 6,500 

pieces of legislation have been introduced; the committee process; pending tax 

legislation; a new proposal for open housing legislation; postal rates and pay, 
poverty program measures, rail and truckers’ strikes, foreign aid, crime bills 

1967/4/12 “Need for Increased Social Security Benefits,” Senate floor remarks 

[Congressional Record reprint] 

Subjects: Calls attention to the minority report, which Dirksen signed, that 
accompanies this year’s report from the Senate Special Committee on Aging; 

inflation is the number one problem facing the aged; supports enactment of 

automatic cost-of-living increases; lists the minority’s 15 recommendations 

1967/4/19 “Validity of Constitutional Convention Petitions Regarding Reapportionment,” 

Senate floor remarks [Congressional Record reprint] 
Subjects: Constitutional history; Dirksen anticipated controversy when he first 

introduced his resolution for a constitutional amendment to preserve for the 

states the right to determine the composition of their legislatures; implications 
of letting the Supreme Court decision stand; the issue is not one man-one vote 

but the rights of states; debates the wisdom or threat of convening a 

constitutional convention 

1967/4/17 “The Campaign Financing Act,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly 

broadcast to constituents] 
Subjects: Congress passed a campaign financing bill as an amendment to the 

tax bill in 1966; provides for a $1 check-off on an individual income tax return 

to be placed in a trust fund; second thoughts have led to a series of proposals 
to amend the statute, including a proposal to repeal the act; Senator Long’s 

threat to withhold action on the investment tax credit bill if senators supported 

repeal; the cost of having the IRS verify the check-off 

1967/4/20 Press Release, The Republican Leadership of the Congress [Statements by 

Dirksen and Gerald Ford at a press conference following the Joint Senate-House 
Republican Leadership Meeting] 

Subjects: Questions the administration’s commitment to federalism, i.e., its 

willingness to partner with states; “We ask, in short, that the Johnson-

Humphrey Administration stop voicing classic clichés. Instead, it should reduce 
spending. It should share revenues equitably with state and local governments. 

It should rein in its bureaucrats more tightly. It should release rigid, 

unnecessary controls” 

1967/4/20 Press Release, The Republican Leadership of the Congress 
Subjects: Representative Widnall and Senator Percy have introduced their 

jointly sponsored housing bill 

1967/4/24 “The Technological Revolution,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly 

broadcast to constituents. Howard Baker substitutes for Dirksen who is 

hospitalized for influenza] 
Subjects: The promise of a future shaped by technological innovation 

1967/5/1 “Purely Personal,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly broadcast to 
constituents] 

Subjects: Just released from the hospital; recounts the story of how he became 

interested in recording Gallant Men; selecting a recording company; purpose of 
the record; his inspiration for a second album; resulting appearances on 

television 
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1967/5/2 Release 
Subjects: Responds to the “sudden, extreme, and completely unwarranted 

interpretation of the Republican policy staff” report on Vietnam; reiterates “our 

wholehearted support of the Commander-in-Chief of our Armed Forces” 

1967/5/8 “The Hassle on the Senate Floor,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly 

broadcast to constituents] 
Subjects: Six weeks have been spent on the investment tax credit bill to which 

a repeal of the presidential campaign financing act was offered; explains the 

provisions of the financing act and the issues they raise; Dirksen supports 
repeal 

1967/5/10 “One Man, One Vote,” Senate floor remarks [Congressional Record reprint] 
Subjects: Challenges the Supreme Court’s one-man, one-vote decision in 

Reynolds v. Sims; Dirksen’s proposed constitutional amendment fell seven 

votes short of the two-thirds required in the Senate; the parallel move to 
convene a constitutional convention (32 of the required 34 states have filed the 

necessary applications to Congress to call the convention); those who oppose 

the convention “are completely devoid of any faith in the processes of 
democracy and the capacity of people to render judgment in a crisis of this 

character and magnitude”; “What gives added import to this issue is the 

undisputed fact that federalism is on the march [sic]. The steady growth of 

centralized power in Washington, far removed from the people, will jeopardize 
their freedom. … The lure is great, the danger is even greater, and the ultimate 

end is a centralized, all-powerful, Leviathan Federal Government, clothed with 

power to convert citizens into subjects, and gradually shear away the freedoms 
they once knew” 

1967/5/10 Release 

Subjects: Excerpts from Senate floor remarks, “One Man, One Vote” 

1967/5/16 “Why Are We In Vietnam?” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly 

broadcast to constituents] 

Subjects: Reviews U.S. involvement since September 1954; reasons for U.S. 
presence include treaty commitments, that aggression must be stopped, the 

U.S. has a leadership responsibility to world to come to the aid of nations, the 

Senate vote “to protect and defend the freedom and integrity of South 

Vietnam,” and the pledges by presidents since Eisenhower to aid South 
Vietnam; hopes for a negotiated settlement have been exhausted and force 

must be used “to bring this frightfully unpleasant thing to an end, to an 

honorable end” 

1967/5/22 “Anti-Pollution Drive,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly broadcast to 
constituents] 

Subjects: The efforts of the Izaak Walton League; sources of water and air 

pollution; the “Control Now for Clean Air” campaign; four challenges to cleaning 

up pollution 
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1967/5/25 Press Release, The Republican Leadership of the Congress [Statements by 
Dirksen and Gerald Ford at a press conference following the Joint Senate-House 

Republican Leadership Meeting] 

Subjects: The contradiction between fighting communist aggression in South 

Vietnam and reducing export controls on trading with the Soviet Union; war 
casualty numbers; “how strange that the Reds are so interested in the 

American buck that they are ready to venture into the bridge-building business 

even with Yankee imperialists! We doubt however that the American people are 
so interested in a few rubles that they are willing to ‘build bridges’ with 

American credit, American loans, American machine tools when the death cries 

from Viet Nam ring daily in their ears” 

1967/5/29 “Building Bridges to Eastern Europe,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his 

weekly broadcast to constituents] 
Subjects: The president called for building trade with eastern Europe and the 

Soviet Union in his State of the Union address in 1966 and submitted the East-

West Trade Relations Act of 1966 to Congress in May; a legislative history of 
trade with communist nations; trade statistics with eastern Europe; criticizes 

the arguments in favor of the bill; the rationale for U.S. actions in Vietnam 

would be contradicted by expanding trade with communist nations; how can 
“we contemplate trade with those who are manufacturing the engines of death 

that kill our troops twelve thousand miles from home” 

1967/6/5 “Good Bye Silver Certificates,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly 

broadcast to constituents. Annotated copy included] 

Subjects: A history of the U.S. coinage system; a pending bill to end the ability 
to redeem a silver certificate for bullion; problems associated with silver 

backing of currency 

1967/6/12 “There Are Little Problems Also,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly 

broadcast to constituents] 

Subjects: Controversy over a proposal to make the governor and lieutenant 
governor of the U.S. Virgin Islands elective instead of appointive; allegations 

against the current government 

1967/6/19 “Beauty and Junk Cars,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly broadcast 

to constituents] 

Subjects: During Senate debate in 1963 over the highway beautification bill, 
Dirksen offered an amendment, which was not approved, to provide $1 million 

to research the problem of junk cars; statistics on the size of the automobile 

industry worldwide and on the size of scrapped vehicles; various proposals to 
deal with the issue but no solution 

1967/6/26 “Why the Fourth of July,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly broadcast 

to constituents] 

Subjects: The move to independence from Great Britain; the Declaration of 

Independence 

1967 July Senate floor remarks 
Subjects: Co-sponsors S. 2123 to provide for the control of the alewife and 

other fish and aquatic animals in the Great Lakes 

1967/7/3 “The Big Ditches Are Giving Us Trouble,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his 

weekly broadcast to constituents] 

Subjects: A history of the Suez Canal and the Panama Canal; current issues 
related to each 
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1967/7/10 “Punishment for Desecrating Our National Emblem,” Radio and TV broadcast 
[Text of his weekly broadcast to constituents. For his weekly broadcasts, 

Dirksen is unusually passionate on this topic] 

Subjects: The House has passed a bill providing for punishment for those who 

desecrate the flag; expects to “fix it up a little” because the House version does 
not include the word “burning”; wants a federal law to make desecration a 

felony; refutes arguments against the bill and recounts arguments in favor of a 

federal law; the symbolic importance of the flag 

1967/7/13 Press Release, The Republican Leadership of the Congress [Statements by 
Dirksen and Gerald Ford at a press conference following the Joint Senate-House 

Republican Leadership Meeting] 

Subjects: The threat of inflation; “Make no mistake about it—you and I, 

American citizens all, owe this incredible public debt!” 

1967/7/17 “The Railroad Strike,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly broadcast to 
constituents] 

Subjects: The state of the passenger and freight rail business; the labor-

management relationship; the impact of the strike on perishables, war materiel 
for Vietnam, production of goods, and commuters; perhaps the answer to the 

problem of strikes that tie up the country is the creation of a Labor Court 

1967/7/24 “Of This and That,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly broadcast to 

constituents] 

Subjects: The death of John T. McNaughton; controversy over whether or not 
the Subversive Activities Control Board is still needed; Dirksen’s special interest 

in the Board; believes that Congress has abdicated its responsibility to equip 

the Board with the powers required to be effective; has informed the Senate 
that he will remedy the situation; the communist threat persists 

1967/7/27 “Tyranny in the Internal Revenue Service,” Senate floor remarks [Congressional 
Record reprint] 

Subjects: Inserts John Barron’s “Tyranny in the Internal Revenue Service,” 

Reader’s Digest, into the record 

1967/7/31 “A 4-Day Week—Now and Then,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly 

broadcast to constituents] 
Subjects: A bill to provide for the uniform observance of certain legal holidays 

on Mondays; the interests and arguments for and against the change; history 

of the establishment of various holidays 

1967/8/3 Press Release, The Republican Leadership of the Congress [Statements by 

Dirksen and Gerald Ford at a press conference following the Joint Senate-House 
Republican Leadership Meeting] 

Subjects: In reaction to riots, calls for swift punishment for those who break 

the law as well as “workable solutions to this unrest and violence that will 
permanently assure eradication of these evils”; the Republican alternative to 

the war on poverty is the Opportunity Crusade 

1967/8/3 “Republican Leadership Statement on Acts Against the Public Safety,” Senate 

floor remarks [Congressional Record reprint] 

Subjects: Inserts Republican leadership statements into the record 
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1967/8/6 Face the Nation, CBS Television and Radio [Dirksen is the only guest] 
Subjects: Riots and the pending anti-riot bill’s provisions; supports the 

president on the conduct of the war in Vietnam; the administration’s tax 

surcharge bill; the administration’s request for additional funds to address 

urban problems; could support a moderate gun control bill; Dirksen’s role in 
reading a statement prepared by the Republican Coordinating Committee 

blaming the president for the riots, a statement later disowned by Senator 

Thruston Morton; difficulties of interpreting the language in the proposed anti-
riot bill 

1967/8/7 “Twenty-Two Years After Hiroshima,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his 

weekly broadcast to constituents] 

Subjects: Recalls the events of the day Hiroshima was bombed; the atomic 

age; nuclear proliferation; supports disarmament efforts 

1967/8/14 “Foreign Aid Again,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly broadcast to 
constituents] 

Subjects: Controversy over spending on foreign aid; various forms of foreign 

aid spending; misuse by recipient nations; the lack of foreign aid by other 
wealthy nations (“America is not big enough, not fat enough, not rich enough to 

carry this whole world’s burden”) 

1967/8/19 Good Company, Script of an interview program [Correspondence included] 

Subjects: The script indicates subjects and questions that will be posed by the 

interviewer, but not Dirksen’s answers 

1967/8/21 “The Approaching Food Crisis,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly 

broadcast to constituents] 
Subjects: Population growth may outstrip food supply; statistics; the need and 

obstacles to increasing agricultural productivity world wide 

1967/8/28 “Labor Day,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly broadcast to 

constituents] 

Subjects: The history of Labor Day; work force statistics; unemployment; the 
size of the public payroll; employment by industry sectors; pending bills related 

to wages and benefits; Social Security benefits and long-term solvency 

1967/8/29 Press Release, The Republican Leadership of the Congress [Statements by 

Dirksen and Gerald Ford at a press conference following the Joint Senate-House 

Republican Leadership Meeting] 
Subjects: The war against crime is being lost; “The great failure of our society 

is its inability to maintain law and order”; makes four demands for action by the 

administration 

1967/8/29 “Supreme Court,” remarks to an unnamed Rotary Club 
Subjects: The powers of the Supreme Court; the impact of the Court has 

“increased remarkably”; a history of Court review of congressional actions; the 

weakening of stare decisis; the prayer decision and Dirksen’s proposed 

constitutional amendment; other examples of Supreme Court decisions “which 
have had an enormous effect”; Dirksen’s reapportionment amendment 

1967 September Untitled 

Subjects: Endorses Senator Charles Percy as Illinois’s favorite son for the 1968 

Republican presidential candidate 
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1967/9/5 “The Great Autumn Trek,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly 
broadcast to constituents] 

Subjects: Students returning to school; the federal role in schools; work 

stoppages by teachers; the teacher shortage in Illinois; Dirksen’s idea to make 

teachers a national utility in order to attract, retain, and fairly compensate 
them 

1967/9/12 “The 180th Anniversary of the Constitution,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his 

weekly broadcast to constituents] 

Subjects: “A Republic, if you can keep it”; the work of the Constitutional 
Convention; subsequent constitutional amendments; the development of the 

country in response to centrifugal force (westward expansion) and centripetal 

force (urbanization); today’s criminals ignore the legacy and “take everything 

for granted”; the people established the country (“We, the people, did it, and 
when we did it, here was a climate of freedom that [was] recreated in which 

you can sum it up as the talent of the soul”) 

1967/9/17 “Looking Down the Road,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly 

broadcast to constituents] 
Subjects: The prospect of adjournment; the legislative record and pending 

measures; has asked the president to prioritize the list of pending bills 

1967/9/21 Press Release, The Republican Leadership of the Congress [Statements by 

Dirksen and Gerald Ford at a press conference following the Joint Senate-House 

Republican Leadership Meeting] 
Subjects: The administration has not dealt with the increase in the cost-of-

living; “We cannot have both guns and butter” 

1967/9/22 “The Golden Voice of Senator Dirksen,” Senate floor remarks by Hiram Fong 

[Congressional Record reprint] 

Subjects: Inserts into the record Jack Mabley’s “The Old Master Has Voice Box 
Full of Gold”; Mabley recounts Dirksen’s remarks dedicating a junior high school 

named for him in Calumet City 

1967/9/25 Release, Senate floor remarks 

Subjects: Introduces a measure to strengthen the law against pollution and to 

increase the penalty for violation in response to pollution of the Great Lakes 

1967/9/25 “Two Tax Bills Now Before Congress,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his 

weekly broadcast to constituents] 
Subjects: Amendments to Social Security and the tax surcharge bill; actuarial 

soundness of Social Security; the budget deficit of $30 billion contributes to 

inflation 

1967/9/28 Remarks introducing Ronald Reagan at the dedication of the Melick Library, 
Eureka College [Includes published copy] 

Subjects: Reagan’s roots in Illinois and his biography; testament to his skills, 

including, “He has a gift. It comes partly from the soil with which he lived so 

closely in his earlier years and partly from his patience, his character and his 
devotion to every challenge of life. That gift is common sense. How uncommon 

it is in this day and time” 
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1967/10/2 “Tattling Has Become a Fine Art,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly 
broadcast to constituents] 

Subjects: The prevalence of wire-tapping; recalls his meeting with J. Edgar 

Hoover in which Hoover said that no House or Senate phone lines were tapped; 

a Senate committee and subcommittee have been studying the matter for 
several years and are about to introduce a bill, the Right of Privacy Act of 1967; 

arguments in favor and against wiretapping; provisions of the bill 

1967/10/3 “Vietnam,” Senate floor remarks [Congressional Record reprint of eight pages. 

These are Dirksen’s most extensive remarks on the war] 
Subjects: Dissident views within the Republican Party on the conduct of the war 

in Vietnam; Dirksen explains his two concerns, i.e., “that we do not try to 

invade the constitutional prerogatives of the President of the United States” and 

“my own conduct in this matter. I want to be sure it is in conformity with my 
conscience and my conviction”; the proper role of criticism and the war 

protests; includes extensive exchange with Senator William Fulbright 

1967/10/9 “Senator Dirksen Receives Honorary Membership,” Union League Men and 

Events [Excerpts from Dirksen’s remarks to the Union League Club] 
Subjects: Expresses concern for the troubled atmosphere in the country; 

regarding protests, “When the law is violated, it must be enforced”; attacks the 

Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions for inciting “creative disorder” 

1967/10/9 “The Looming Quota Fight,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly 

broadcast to constituents] 
Subjects: Foreign trade policy is in “disarray”; actions by the European 

Common Market; inept trade negotiations; imports have caused a loss of jobs; 

quotas for various sectors from steel to dairy; the balance of trade 

1967/10/16 “Musings on a Drive in the Country,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his 

weekly broadcast to constituents] 
Subjects: People are leaving farms and the farming way of life; the challenge of 

balancing farm prices, commodity supplies, and the cost of farming; a history of 

agricultural policy as a series of ineffective efforts to affect prices and costs by 
controlling supply 

1967/10/17 S. 1563, Senate floor remarks 
Subjects: Introduces a bill to allow a subcontractor in a suit for payment of 

services rendered against a prime government contractor to include accrued 

interest at 6 percent and other provisions 

1967/10/23 “The Government’s Money Problems,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his 

weekly broadcast to constituents] 
Subjects: Taxation and government spending; categorizes spending; recalls 

meeting with the president for two hours to go over the budget—the $ 30 billion 

deficit; the public debt and the cost to borrow 

1967/10/26 Press Release, The Republican Leadership of Congress 

Subjects: Protests; “The first duty of those in authority … is the preservation of 
public order and the firm enforcement of the law. … We call upon those in 

authority everywhere to enforce the law, with our full backing, in the public 

interest. We urge them to do so without undue concern hereafter as to the 
protests and whinings of these lawbreakers who have no regard whatever for 

the good of the community and who in our view, seek only publicity and selfish 

personal privilege” 
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1967/10/30 “The National Political Convention of 1968,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his 
weekly broadcast to constituents] 

Subjects: The Constitution is silent on political parties; the development of the 

party system; reviews the political structure from the precinct to state 

committee to the national committee; arrangements for the national 
convention; the platform committee; the nomination process 

1967 November “Know Thy Heritage,” Rally: D.C. Young Republicans 

Subjects: The federal government is moving away from the basic precepts set 

forth by the founders and expanding “octopus-like” into activities intended to be 
exercised by the people under the Constitution; uses the legislative 

reapportionment amendment to illustrate 

1967/11/3 Press Release, The Republican Leadership of the Congress [Statements by 

Dirksen and Gerald Ford at a press conference following the Joint Senate-House 

Republican Leadership Meeting] 
Subjects: Criticizes the administration’s war on poverty: “Money alone—no 

matter how many tons of it—won’t do the job. Only as this program is 

thoroughly overhauled legislatively and re-directed from top to bottom can we 
look for satisfactory results from it” 

1967/11/6 “Then and Now,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly broadcast to 
constituents] 

Subjects: Recalls World War I service; speculates about what would have 

happened had Germany won; recounts other wars and with similar speculation; 
the war in Vietnam is another grab for power because of Southeast Asia’s 

promise as a food source for China; “Here is this relentless force that continues 

to move all over the world. So if our defense perimeter goes and freedom goes 
in Southeast Asia, then what? … Freedom is still the issue in this world” 

1967/11/10 “Dirksen says wage laws must protect employers, employees,” Washington 
Report [Article by Dirksen] 

Subjects: On August 14, Dirksen introduced S. 2281, a bill to retain $500,000 

as the ceiling for small businesses subject to the provisions of the minimum 
wage law; the new minimum wage of $1.40 per hour has reduced jobs 

1967/11/13 “Why This Unusually Long Congress,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his 
weekly broadcast to constituents] 

Subjects: “The real reason that we have been here so long is the fact that we 

passed such a monumental amount of legislation in the last Congress, and 
particularly legislation that contains flaws and weak spots that have to be 

undone and so you have just got to plow old ground”; examples include foreign 

aid, the war on poverty, a tax bill, and Vietnam; the legislative process; “Our 
government is like a waterlogged scow. It don’t travel very far at one time and 

it don’t travel very fast, but it doesn’t sink” 

1967/11/16 Statement prepared for the Republican leadership press conference [Typed in 

large font and annotated] 

Subjects: Republicans in the Senate support election reform without 
qualification  

1967/11/16 Press Release, The Republican Leadership of the Congress [Statements by 
Dirksen and Gerald Ford at a press conference following the Joint Senate-House 

Republican Leadership Meeting] 

Subjects: Calls for passage of a clean elections law 
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1967/11/17 “Designation of February 1968 as ‘American History Month,’” Senate floor 
remarks 

Subjects: S.J. Res. 26 

1967/11/20 “Social Security,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly broadcast to 

constituents] 

Subjects: Social Security amendments are pending before Congress; “I see 
some trends and patterns developing now that are anything but encouraging”; 

a question of actuarial soundness given the increase in benefits and 

beneficiaries 

1967/11/27 “Crime Control,” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly broadcast to 

constituents] 
Subjects: Divergent opinions have delayed action on a crime control and safe 

streets bill; obstacles include granting to the Attorney General exclusive power 

to disburse funds, fear about setting up a federal police force, and opposition to 
the centralization of federal power; discusses what he calls “the anatomy of 

crime” and “the anatomy of law enforcement” 

1967/12/4 “Who Is Eugene McCarthy?” Radio and TV broadcast [Text of his weekly 

broadcast to constituents] 

Subjects: Senator McCarthy’s appearance, education, military and political 
career; Dirksen’s generally positive assessment of him 

1967/12/7 Press Release, The Republican Leadership of the Congress [Statements by 
Dirksen and Gerald Ford at a press conference following the Joint Senate-House 

Republican Leadership Meeting] 

Subjects: A lengthy statement of Republican support for the president in 
Vietnam coupled with the hope that the administration will consult with 

Congress and will develop a more cohesive foreign policy; “The mere spending 

of additional billions—which seems to be this Administration’s only talent—will 
not, without sound economic planning, fully competent management and plain, 

old-fashioned horse sense, solve the fearful problems we face”; a ten-point 

summary of Republican objectives and accomplishments in this Congress 

1967/12/9 Excerpts from remarks to the Republican Governors Conference, Breakers 

Hotel, Palm Beach FL 
Subjects: The anatomy of victory in 1968 consists of the following “M’s”: 

merchandise, machinery, money, major emphasis, mutuality, morality, and 

mouth 

1967/12/11 “The First Session of the 90th Congress Becomes History,” Radio and TV 

broadcast [Text of his weekly broadcast to constituents] 
Subjects: Legislative accomplishments; unresolved issues; unlike critics, 

Dirksen believes it was “an impressive Congress” because it asserted itself in a 

number of respects (as a check on the Supreme Court, in preserving the 
Subversive Activities Control Board, in asserting control over bureaucratic rule-

making, and in dealing with Adam Clayton Powell) 

1967/12/15 “A Record of Press Conference Statements made by Senator Everett McKinley 

Dirksen and Representative Gerald R. Ford for the Republican Leadership of 

Congress,” Senate Doc. No. 61 
Subjects: Compilation of press conference statements organized by subject 

1967/12/15 “’Quo Vadis?’ Whither America? The Republican Report of U.S. Senator Everett 

McKinley Dirksen … for the First Session, 90th Congress,” Senate Doc. No. 62 

Subjects: Comprehensive overview 
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1967/12/15 “Summaries of Laws and Treaties of General Interest. Supplement to The 
Republican Report … ,” Senate Doc. No. 63 

Subjects: Comprehensive listing organized by subject 

1967/12/15 “The Republican Leadership Reply to the President,” ABC, CBS, NBC Television 

[Republicans requested time to respond to President Johnson’s address in 

Miami earlier in the week] 
Subjects: Responds repeatedly to the president’s characterization of 

Republicans as “wooden soldiers”; Republicans support the president in 

Vietnam while members of his own party criticize him; the first session of the 
90th Congress was impressive because of Republican efforts; the president did 

not speak to such issues as foreign aid, the farm problem, the debt and deficit, 

inflation and taxation or crime; Republican-sponsored improvements; Dirksen 

on congressional action to deal with ethical lapses and on Congress’s new-found 
assertiveness 

1967/12/27 “’Quo Vadis?’ Whither America? The Republican Report of U.S. Senator Everett 

McKinley Dirksen … for the First Session, 90th Congress,” [Congressional Record 

reprint] 
Subjects: Dirksen enters his report of December 15 into Extension of Remarks 

1967/12/28 Release 
Subjects: Dirksen and Senator Roman Hruska state that a proposed federal law 

to prohibit lenders or sellers from making a profit on the sale of credit insurance 

“would be a mortal blow to the American consumer” 
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